PLUTO SHORT THROW
Secure Projector Mount
Hitachi

“Introducing Top-Tec’s Bespoke mount,
designed in collaboration with
Hitachi Europe Ltd”
Benefits
Suitable for Hitachi
CP-A100, ED-A100 and
ED-A110 ultra short
throw projectors
Easy adjustment for
accurate image
alignment
Simple one touch slide
system for optimum
picture sizing
Multi point access
for discrete Cable
Management
Full Ventilation for
efficient airflow.

www.top-tec.co.uk

- Order online 24/7

PLUTO SHORT THROW

More products
from the
Top-Tec range:

Secure Projector Mount

for Hitachi ultra short throw LCD projectors

ICT Security
The innovative Hitachi Ultra Short Throw projectors
incorporate technology that generates a 60” image at a
screen distance of just 42cm. As a result, you can
reduce shadowing and display crystal-clear images,
even in the smallest meeting rooms and classrooms.

Tower, desktop and server
enclosures
Laptop brackets and desk
mounted enclosures
Flat panel brackets
and mounts

However, it is vitally important that you are able to
secure this new technology. Dalen Top-Tec has worked
closely with Hitachi Europe Ltd to develop the Pluto
Short Throw Secure Projector Mount to help prevent
unauthorised removal or theft.

Laptop NightSafes
Secure cables
Media Trolleys

Key Features

Rack Cabinets

Suitable for Hitachi CP-A100, ED-A100 and
ED-A110 ultra short throw projectors

Closed position
430mm

Furniture

Bespoke design

Venus cantilever desks

Tilt, swivel and height adjustment

Mars standard desks

One touch slide system

Multi-function desks

Cable entry points

Electronic height
adjustable desks

Ventilation slots

Corner and Cluster desks

Simple to fit

Drawer and storage
solutions

Fully open position

The Pluto Short Throw Secure Projector Mounts are simple
to fit. The projector is initially fitted onto a mounting plate
that hooks into the front section and locks into place.

AV Security
Projector enclosures

The rear section is bolted to the wall, which is designed
to meet industrial standards with fixing holes at 400mm
centres for stud walls, with the cover plate hiding and
securing the bolts that are fixing the complete assembly
to the wall.

Secure and non-secure
ceiling units
Columns and brackets
Only available from
authorised resellers

The front section assembly is slid into position and is
secured into place with a drill resistant high security lock.

About Top Tec Security

Adjustment
The unique design offers fine adjustment in all required
directions. These adjustments allow for accurate image
alignment.
The adjustment screws are fully accessible even after the
projector is fully installed.

Fixing holes at 400mm centre

The ability to alter the projected image size provided by the simple one-touch slide system.
Once optimum picture size is achieved, two thumbscrews are tightened to prevent unwanted
movement.

Accessibility
The bulb, filters and cables are easily accessible, without needing to remove the projector from its
mount, thus aiding routine maintenance.
A hole on the side of the front section provides access to the removable projector cable cover.
Space has been allowed for the cable cover to be accessed and removed with the projector in situ.
Code

Suitable for Hitachi

Image Size Min-Max

Price ex vat

PST-HITCPA100-01

CP-A100 ED-A100 ED-A110

50”-85”

£240.00

PST-HITCPA100-02

CP-A100 ED-A100 ED-A110

70”-100”

£295.00

The Top-Tec range of products
includes Audio-Visual, ICT
Security and Secure ICT
Furniture - Dalen Top-Tec is
the leading supplier of
physical security solutions in
the UK. With over 50 years
design and manufacturing
experience, Dalen produce
high quality innovative
products, many accredited by
insurance preferred LPCB
(Loss Prevention Certification
Board). Schools, colleges,
universities, councils and a
whole host of public and
private organisations all use
Top-Tec products to safeguard
their ICT and AV investment.

Note: The above products are only available from authorised resellers
Dalen Limited, Valepits Road, Garretts Green, Birmingham B33 0TD
Tel: 0121 783 3838 Fax: 0121 784 6348 security@top-tec.co.uk
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